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ABSTRACT 

The design of an interferometer with a 3 1/2" diameter light 

field and its application to a continuously operating 4" x 10" 

supersonic wind tunnel are discussed. The main features of this 

interferometer are (1) its very law cost compared to previous de-

signs, (2) its light weight and flexibility, (3) a simple device 

permitting the instrument to be used also as a Schlieren system, 

and (4) its unique feature of passing both light beams through 

the test section to minimize the effect of the side wall boundary 

layers in the interferograms. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years the Ka~h-Zehnder interferometer has 

oome into increased use throughout this country for investigating 

high speed aerodynamic phenomena. La.denburg and his co-workers at 

Princeton University have been particularly active in this field 

(see Refs. 1 to 7). The main attraction of the instrument for the 
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aerodynamicist is its ability to provide quantitative data on the 

density distribution for the complete flow field under investigation 

without the necessity of inserting probes into the flow (which intro-

duoe changes in the flow and require many measurements to describe 

the complete flow field). The bibliography at the end of this paper 

lists references giving ample information on the optical theory of 

the instrument and describing its application to the study of two-

dimensional and axially symmetric flow fields. 

In the oourse of work on boundary layer - shook wave interaction 

at GALOIT.• it beoame apparent that an interferometer oould be used 

to great advantage. However the location and physical set-up of the 

GALCIT 4" x 10" Transonic Wind Tunnel are highly unfavorable for the 

use of an interferometer according to standard concepts: the tunnel 

is continuously operating. the test section being directly above two 

300 hp. centrifugal blowers; the power plant of the GALCIT 10 ft. 

Wind Tunnel is quite olose to the test section room; the floor of 

the test section room is of temporary wood construction. Thus the 

vibration and noise levels near the test section are unusually high. 

The main problem. therefore, in the design of the interferometer was 

to obtain proper vibration isolation. Furthermore it was required 

that the interferometer be mounted and removed easily to make room 

for other set-ups (suoh as Schlieren) and also to make possible easy 

changes to the test section. (For details of the wind tunnel see 

•Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory. California Institute of 
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Ref's. 43 and 44.) The tmmel has a flexible nozzle and variable 

second throat permitting operation from M a 0.7 to M = 1.5. 

'l'he instrument developed is comparatively very simple and has 

proved to be quite adequate. It is believed that a description of 

the design and installation of the interferometer will be useful 

since similar problems will probably arise with other wind tunnels. 

The instrument was designed and built during the course of an 

investigation which was begun under Air Force sponsorship but which, 

for the past year, has been carried out under the sponsorship of the 

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 

The authors wish to thank Dr. Hans Wolfgang Lietxnann who started 

them on the design and whose idea it was to put both light bea.ms 

through the test section. They also wish to thank Mr. Satish Dhawa.n 

who suggested and designed the Schlieren attachment to the instrument. 

DIFFERENCES FROM PERVIOUS INTERFEROMETERS 

The principal innovations of this interferometer are believed 

to be (1) its low cost, (2) its light weight and simplicity of con

struction, (3) its simple attachment for taking Schlieren pictures, 

and (4) its feature of passing both light beams through the test 

section. 

The appendix contains an itemized cost estimate for the inter

ferometer; it should be noted that the cost of reproducing the 

instrument now would be considerably less, mainly due to the elimi

nation of the engineering time. 

A rather thick boundary layer exists on the test section windows 
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so that if only one beam traversed the test seotion a large error 

would be introduced due to the fact that the interferometer inte

grates the value of density through the flow. Most of the previous 

interferometers put one beam through the flaw being investigated and 

the other beam through a glass-paneled compensating chamber in which 

the air density can be adjusted to approximately the free stream 

density of the flow. In this interferometer, both beams traverse 

the test section, one passing through the flow being investigated, 

the other passing through the test section 7 3/4" ahead of that beam; 

the boundary layer does not change its thickness appreciably in the 

distance between the two beams, so that both beams traverse effec

tively the same boundary layers and the latters' effects are thus 

cancelled. At the same time the flow in the front beam corresponds 

to an "automatic compensating chamber" providing free stream density 

as the basis for the fringe shirts. This is pa~icularly applicable 

to supersonic flow where the flow ahead of the disturbance is uniform, 

but it can also be used for subsonic flows where the effect felt 

ahead of the model is small. 

OVER-ALL DESCRIP.riON OF THE INTERFEROMETER 

1. Optical Path 

A schematic diagrwn of the optioal path through the instrument 

is shown in Fig. 1. Light from· a mercury vapor lamp is passed 

through a filter and focused by a lens on a small mirror which is 

at 45° to the incident beam; this small mirror is also at the focus 

of a parabolic mirror causing the reflected light to be parallel. 
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This parallel beam is passed baok over the small mirror (whioh shows 

up as a slight shadow on the interferograms but does not interfere 

at all in their evaluations) and is then split at the half silvered 

mirror #1 into two beamsJ one beam passes through mirror #1, ref'leots 

orr the tully silvered mirror 1/5, then passes through the test sec

tion ahead of the model J the other bee.m ref'leots from mirror #=1, 

passes through the test section over the model, then ref'leots £'rom 

the f'ully silvered mirror 1/:2. The two beams are recombined at the 

half-silvered mirror #4 and are brought to a foous by a spherical 

mirror on a ground glass screen. The plane mirrors are at the cor

ners of a 7 3/4" x 35 3/4" rectangle~ the plane of the rectangle be

ing horizontal. The light beams are circular and oan be varied in 

diameter from 2" to 3 1/2" by varying the position of the lens; both 

beams pass through the 12" diameter test section windows whioh are 

made of good quality plate glass of 1" 'thickness. (The use of plate 

glass instead of high quality plane-parallel optioal glass provides 

a substantial reduction in costJ it was found that there was no need 

for the latter.) The instrument oan be traversed forward and back

ward as well as up and do1m so that the small field of view is not a 

disadvantage; actually, most of the phenomena studied are looal f"l.ow 

phenomena which are adequately covered by the 3 l/2" diameter light 

field. other test section window arrangements for studying various 

types of flows are being designed. 

2. Light Source 

The interferometer has been designed with a minimum of air

glass interfaces to prevent loss of light, there being only four 
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such surfaces. bvo at the lens • and two at the filter; these surfaces 

are coated to prevent f'urthor loss of' light. As a result of this de

sign a 100 watt mercury l ight can be used and in conjunction with the 

filter it gives sufficient monochromatic light for pictures to be 

taken at l/800th of a second. (Figs. 5-8 were taken with this light 

source at exposures of l/4ooth or l/800th of a second.) 

3. lOOunting 

The four plane mirrors, the light source, the paraboloidal mir

ror, and the spherical mirror are mounted on a wooden box wltich is 

suspended from a welded pipe framework by four sets of eight rubber 

bands each. The box with all the equipment mounted on it weighs only 

250 lbs . which is in contrast to all other interferometers that have 

come to the authors' attention where the mirror base plates have been 

very massive to provide rigidity; here the box is allowed to deflect 

in any manner it chooses and once it has assumed its deflected posi

tion and the mirrors have been adjusted, the shook mounting of the 

system effectively prevents any further misali~ent from taking 

place. The action of the rubber bands rubbing over e~ch other pro

vides sufficient damping for the syste~. The natural frequency of 

the box is about 1 cycle per seoond; this was found to provide not 

quite enough vibration isolation and so the frame has also been iso

lated by placing 12" of foam ru'::>ber under each of the four corners 

o.nd this has provided sufficien-c vibration isolation to permit one 

to see the fringes while rtmning the wind tunnel (two 300 hp. cen

trifugal compressors power the tunnel) and also while the GALCIT 

10 ft. Wind Tunnel is running (its 750 hp. motor and fan are quite 
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near the interferometer). The rubber bands are attached to jack 

sorews perndtting the box to be traversed in a vertical direction 

and allowing a fine vertical adjustment to be made in getting the 

light beam parallel to the surfaces of two-dimensional models. The 

whole inter£erometer oan be traversed along the test section on £our 

oasters; it oan also be rotated through small angles on these cast

ers allowing a fine horizontal adjustment to be made in getting the 

light beam parallel to the surfaces of two-dimensional models. The 

interferometer can also be completely traversed away from the test 

section and the regular Schlieren system traversed into its place. 

(Although Schlieren pictures can be taken with the interferometer 

as described below, these pictures are not of such high quality as 

those taken with the regular Schlieren system.) 

The oamera box is mounted on the p~pe frame so that putting film 

holders in the camera does not disturb the instrument's adjustment. 

4. Adjustments 

The various component parts of the interferometer are fitted 

with a large number of adjustments. This practice, while giving 

rise to a large number of possible misalignments, also results in 

considerable ease in setting up the instrument. Looking devices 

are present to prevent any change in the final set-up. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT PARTS 

1. Monehromatic Light Source 

The monochromatic light source is a. mercury vapor lamp, General 

Electric Type AH-4, housed in a Cenco #87269 lamp housing. The lamp 
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house is attached to a brass tube which contains a Bausch and Lomb 

achromatic coated lens of 142.9 mm focal length and 46.0 mm diameter. 

The brass tube also contains a receptacle for a Wratten No. 77A fil
e 

ter which filters out the green line at 5461 A in the mercury spec-

trum. Attached to the top of the brass tube is a U-.frame which sup-

ports a rectangular f'rame on which a small diameter wire is monnted 

carrying the 2 x 4 mm first surface plane mirror whioh aots as a 

secondary light source since it is at the focus of a 5 1/2" diameter, 

15" focal length paraboloidal mirror. The paraboloidal mirror is 

mounted in an aluminum mirror cell of the type described by Strong 

in Ref. 21; a central flexure post and four adjusting screws provide 

the fine adjustment of position, while the course adjustment of posi-

tion is provided by the sliding tubular mounting that is attached to 

the interferometer box. 

2. White Light Source 

A 2" x 2'1 first surface plane mirror has been mounted on a hinge 

in the mercury lamp housing and a hole out out of the housing so that 

by turning a screw the mirror is brought to a position that is at 45° 

to the light from a 500 watt motion picture projector lamp that is 

mounted adjacent to the lamp housing; this light source is the same 

diat~~ce from the mirror as the mercury light so that both sources 

are optically at the same point with respect to the lens (see Fig. 1). 

3. Plane Parallel Mirrors 

The plane parallel mirrors are carried in a frame which is shown 

in Fig. 4. Each mirror itself is held in a split brass ring by means 

of a soft rubber, :f'ull circumference support. Two gimbals allow 
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rotation of the mirror about a horizontal and vertical axis. Rota

tion of the gimbals is obtained by means of remotely controlled, 

reversible eleotrio olock motors. The output shaft of these motors 

(Haydon #3200) makes one revolution per eight days resulting in an 

extremely fine oontrol of the angular displacements of the mirrors. 

The gear box on the motor is equipped with stamped metal gears, and 

a not inconsiderable amount of backlash is present, hence a simple 

torsion spring is placed at each bearing to supply a backlash-elimi

nating force. 

The frames of all four mirrors are identical. Duralumin cast

ings are used for the outer frame and the inner gimbals. There is 

no provision for coarse angular adjustment of the mirrors which 

makes the initial adjustment somewhat tedious but thereafter no 

coarse adjustment is needed. Mirrors #1, #2, and #3 (see Figs. 2 

and 3) are bolted to the top of the plywood box. Mirror #4 is 

mounted on a traversing table to provide the adjustment for equal

izing the optio~l path lengths of the two arms of the interferometer. 

The traversing mechanism features a Le Blond, lathe bed type way, a 

traversing screw of 1 mm pitch, driven by a hand operated 50:1 woMn 

gear reduction unit, a simple nut, and a pin-driven gravity-emplaced 

traversing table. 

4. Camera and Schlieren System 

The photographic components consist of a 3 l/2ft diameter, 24" 

focal length spherical mirror, and Eastman Synohro-Rapid 800 shutter 

(speeds up to 1/SOOth of a second), and a 4" x 5" Graphic camera back 

with a ground glass viewing screen. Due to the shutter's small 
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diameter it has been placed at the end of a truncated conical pieoe 

extending from the camera box (see Fig. 3). The focal point of the 

light berun reflected from the spherical mirror is just inside the 

shutter in the oonioal part of the camera and a micrometer with a 

razor blade mounted on its end is plaoed there as the kni~e edge 

of a Schlieren systemJ the knife edge can be traversed along the 

light beam to obtain best sensitivity and it can be rotated to give 

"knife edge horizontal" and "knife edge vertioal" pictures. To 

take Schlieren pictures the forward light beam of the interferometer 

is blocked out, the filter removed, and the white light source is 

used. 

The film used is Ansco Triple-S-Pan which is sufficiently fast 

to take good pictures at l/400th of a seoond. Slightly better pio-

tures are obtained using Eastman 103-G spectroscopic plates which 

are especially sensitive in the green range containing the wave 
0 

length of the monochromatic light used (5461 A): these plates are 

fast enough for pictures at 1/Booth of a seoond and have the added 

advantage that there is no film shrinkage which could cause errors 

in fringe shift measurement. (Actually, by comparing the film and 

the glass plates no significant errors in fringe shift measurement 

have been found.) 

PERFORMANCE OF THE INTERFEROMETER 

1. Initial Adjustment 

The initial adjustment of the interferometer was made using the 

pentapriam method as described in Ref. 30. This adjustment required 
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several days to perform due to the slow mirror movements, but once 

completed it does not have to be done again. 

2. Daily Adjustment 

Due to slight deflections of the box caused by temperature and 

humidity changes, the interferometer gets slightly out of adjustment 

from day to day. However, with an experienced operator, fringes of 

the desired spacing and orientation can be focused on the ground 

glass screen in lass than ten minutes using the "near and far cross

hair" method of adjustment described in Ref. 30; for this an aux

iliary plane mirror is placed at 45° to the light beam just ahead of 

the spherical mirror and an auto-collimating telescope is placed in 

the reflected beam from this mirror; if the telescope has been pre

viously focused on a very distant object, it will now focus on the 

two images of the secondary light source (the 2 x 4 mm mirror) if 

the light is parallel. These images serve as the "far cross-hairs" 

being optically at infinity; the "near cross-hairs" are the shadows 

of this 2 x 4 mm mirror, which is only a f~v inches from the half

silvered mirror #1. Now, focusing on the "far cross-hairs", mirror 

#1 is rotated about its vertical and horizontal axes until the two 

images coincide; then, focusing on the "near cross-hairs". mirror 

#4 is rotated about its horizontal and vertical axes until these two 

images coincide. This latter adjustment slightly disturbs the pre

vious adjustment of mirror #1 which is then done over again, and 

similarly than mirror #4 is readjusted; this process is rapidly con

vergent , usually requiring only the first adjustment of each mirror. 

3. Horizontal or Vertical Fringes 

The geometry of this particular interferometer is such that by 
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now rotating both mirror jl and mirror #4 in the same direotion 

about horizontal (or vertical) axes in a ratio of 7 to 5, horizontal 

(or vertical) fringes appear very nearly in the plane of the ground 

glass screen. The spherical mirror is rotated slight ly, placing the 

reflected beam outside the camera so that a white card can be plaoed 

in the beam to determine the plane in which the fringes are focused. 

By reference to the "linear interferometer representation" described 

in Ref. 34, the operator can then tell which way to rotate mirrors 

jl and #4 to foous the fringes precisely on the ground glass screen 

with the desired spacing and orientation. Previously the spherical 

mirror has been located so as to focus a plane that is 1/3 of the 

way from the exit window to the entrance window on the ground glass 

screenJ this minimizes refraction errors in the interferogram (see 

Ref. 7). Thus both model and fringes are in focus on the ground 

glass screen. 

4. Equalizing Optical Path Lengths 

The next adjustment is to equalize the optical path lengths in 

the two legs of the interferometer; this is done by placing an aux

iliary mirror in front of the paraboloidal mirror so that i t outs 

out half of the monochromatic light beam; an auxiliary white light 

source is then reflected onto this auxiliary mirror so that its 

light travels the same circuit as t he mon?ohromatic light. The im

age formed near t he ground glass screen is then half monochromatic 

light fringes and half white light field. Mirror #4 is then tra

versed until the white light fringes appear in the white light fieldJ 

usually only a few turns of the traversing wheel are required and 
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of'ten the white light fringes have not "strayed" since the last use 

of the interferometer: the correct direction to traverse is easily 

checked by the fact that the monochromatic fringes should get more 

"contrasty" if the traversing is done in the correct direction. 

5. Eliminating "Twist" 

The next adjustment is to eliminate "twist" from the beam, i.e. 

to place the two images directly above each other (for the case of 

horizontal fringes); this gives the maximum contrast in the fringes. 

This can be done by rotating mirrors =/fl and 1f4 about their vertical 

axes slightly (for the oase of horizontal fringes) until the mono

chromatic fringes are parallel to the white light fringes and they 

are both horizontal; this adjustment works only if divergent white 

light is used in the auxiliary beam. Getting rid of "twist" can 

also be done by trial and error without the white li~ht by simply 

rotating about the vertical axes (as above) until the fringes appear 

to have maximum contrast. 

6. Infinite Fringe Adjustment 

The infinite fringe adjustment is obtained by first making the 

adjustment above for either vertical or horizontal fringes and then 

slowly increasing the fringe spacing keeping the fringes focused on 

the ground glass screen (this is easily done by rotating mirrors #1 

and 1f4 in the same direction in a ratio of 7 to 5). 

7. Aligning Light Beam to Models 

The final adjustment is to align the light beam to the sur~oe 

of two-dimensional models or, in the oase of axially symmetric models, 

to align the light beam perpendicular to the axis of symmetry. 
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8. Procedure During a Run 

Before the tunnel is turned on, an undisturbed fringe picture 

is taken. Then af'ter the flow has been turned on and has reached 

an equilibrium flow condition, the monochromatic fringe pictures 

are taken; while still running, the filter is removed, the mirror 

in the lamp housing is rotated into place and the white light then 

beoomes the light souroeJ the white light fringe picture is then 

taken. Next the front beam of the interferometer is blocked out 

and the Schlieren system adjusted, then a Sohlieren picture is 

taken. A shadowgram can also be taken at this point if desired, 

simply by moving the knife edge back out of the beam. All of these 

operations oan be performed in a very ~ minutes so that a mintmum 

of tunnel time is used for each run. 

9. Evaluation of Interferograms 

Knowing the stagnation te.mperature and pressure in the settling 

chamber and the Mach number in the test section the density of the 

air in the front beam is readily calculated by the isentropic flow 

relations. If in addition we know the span of the model, the wave 

length of the light used, and the Gladstone-Dale constant for this 

wave length, the interferogram can then be completely evaluated to 

give the density distribution throughout the entire flow field about 

the model. 

For two-dimensional flows, the evaluation is particularly sim

ple since the density change is direotly proportional to the distance 

the fringes shift from their undisturbed positions. By comparing the 

fringe pictures taken with and without flow this fringe shift oan be 
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determined. A particularly simple way of doing this, mentioned in 

Ref. 18, is to superimpose the negatives of these two pictures; faint 

lines then appear which are lines of constant fringe shif't. Since 

the negatives are small this can not be done too accurately if the 

fringe spacing is quite narrow; to get over this difficulty enlarged 

transparencies of the undisturbed fringe pictures are made; placing 

this transparency on the enlarger table, the other picture is focused 

until the two pictures "line up", i.e. the fringes ahead of the shock 

wave fall on top of each other. Then the printing paper is put tmder 

the transparency and a picture is printed giving the lines of con

stant fringe shif't as shown in Fig. 7. To determine the proper num

ber of fringe shifts associated with each line, the white light pic

ture must be used to trace the central fringe through the shook wave 

or the fringe shift at a pressure tap on the model is calculated. 

The infinite fringe picture serves as a check on the above 

method. but its accuracy is dependent on the. accuracy with which the 

mirrors were made so that it is usually only accurate (for this in

terferometer) within + 1/2 fringe shifts. The method of finite 

fringes above "calibrates out" the inaccuracies of the optical system. 

The evaluation for axially symmetric flows is described in 

Ref. lJ it is considerably more difficult and tedious than the eval

uation for two-dimensional flows since the fringe shift is related 

to the density change by an Abel integral equation. 

10. Obtaining Two-Dimensional Flows 

One difficulty in the use of the interferometer for two-dimen

sional flows is that two-dimensional flows are very difficult, if 
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not impossible, to obtain, and consequently errors are introduced 

into the interferog~. As previously described, passing both beams 

through the test section is a help in overcoming this difficulty by 

minimizing boundary layer effects. Permitting models to span the 

tunnel only up to the beginning of the side wall boundary layers 

seems to minimize the three-dimensional effects although this has 

not been thoroughly checked as yet. The three-dimensional, or "tip" 

effects, probably vary considerably with the model being used and 

with the flow velocity; also the interaction of the shock waves with 

the side wall boundary layers alters the tip effects and the boundary 

layers. The tip effects and the shock wave - boundary layer inter

action effects can not be separated and must be considered together 

in determining the accuracy of the interferograms. Preliminary tests 

on detached shook waves indicate that both boundary layer and three

dimensional effects are practically eliminated by careful choice of 

the model span. 

CONCLUSION 

Figs. 5-10 are typical interferograms taken with this instru

ment. Fig. 5 is an interferogram showing horizontal undisturbed 

fringes taken through the test section windows with the wind tunnel 

turned off. Fig. 6 shows the flow field about a 10° semi-angle 

wedge with a detached shook wave (the pegs on the flat portion fol

lowing the wedge are for aid in alignment of the light beam to the 

leading edge of the wedge). An investigation of the flow field be

hind such detached shook waves is at present being carried on using 
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the interferometer. Fig. 1 is an interferogram made by superimpos-

ing the negatives of an interferogram with flow and one without floWJ 

the shadowy lines are the lines of n + 1/2 fringe shifts (n an integer) 

and are lines of constant density. Fig. 8 is an interferogram taken 

with the "infinite f'ringe" and the dark lines are approximately lines 

of n + 1,/2 fringe shifts (n an integer) and are lines of constant 

density. Fig. 9 is an interferogram taken with white light instead 

of monochromatic light and shows the manner in which the fringes can 

be traced through a shook wave. Fig. 10 is a Schlieren picture taken 

with the special attachment to the interferometer described above. 

The performance of this interferometer on the GALCIT Transonic 

Wind Tunnel has proved quite satisfactory to date and it is hoped 

that many interesting aerodynamic phenomena may be studied with it 

in the future. 
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APPENDIX 

COST OF THE GA.LC IT INI'ERFEROME'l'ER 

Plana-Parallel Plataa 

Mirror Frames 

Turning Motors 

Light Source 

Filter 

Lens 

Spherical Mirror 

Paraboloidal Mirror 

Shutter 

Camara Baok 

Suspension Frame 

Optical Bench 

Two Test Section Windows 

Traversing Table, Switch Box, Mirror Calls, Rails, 

Suspension Clamps, eto. -- Shop Labor 

Temporary Sat-Up 

Engineering Time 

TOTAL 

$2000.00 

75.00 

so.oo 

50.00 

30.00 

18.00 

27.50 

100.00 

40.00 

18.00 

34.00 

25.00 

13.00 

1500.00 

40.00 

2000.00 

$6020. 50 
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Fig. 2 - North Half of the Interferometer Mounted on the GALCIT 

Transonic Wind Tunnel Showing Parabolic Mirror, Plane 

Parallel Kirrors #=1 and =1/:3, and the Vibration Mounting. 
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Fig. 3 - South Half of the Interferometer Showing the Plane-Parallel 

Mirrors #2 and #4, the Spherical Mirror, the Shutter, the 

Micrometer Knife-Edge for Schlieren Pictures, and the Camera. 
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38 

Fig. 4 - Close-up of Plane-Parallel Mirror Frame Showing 

Gimbals and Rotating MOtors. 
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Fig. 5 - Undisturbed Horizontal Fringes 
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Fig. 6 - Horizontal Fringe Pioture of a 10° Semi-Angle 

Wedge at U • 1.28. 
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Fig. 1 - Linea of Constant Air Density Made by Superimposing 

a Positive of Fig. 5 and a Negative of Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 8 - Lines of Constant Density by the Method of the 

Infinite Fringe. 
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Fig. 9 - White Light Picture Showing How Fringes May be 

Traced Through a ShookWave. 
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4S 

' Fig. 10 - Schlieren Picture Made with Hhif'e-Edge Mounted 

on the Interferometer. 


